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ABSTRACT

1

When a decision support system relies on information coming
from different sources to reason about different recommendations
it may be desirable to compute, record, track and engineer the
influence that each source has on the elements which form part of
the reasoning process. Different sources of information may have
varying levels of reliability and, consequently, decision makers may
want to reduce the potential impact of inputs from less reliable
sources. In this paper, we introduce an approach for managing
variable-quality inputs to a human multi-agent decision support
system by using computational argumentation and commitments to
model the relationships between sources and the data they provide,
in a context-sensitive way. The methodology is illustrated with a
clinical case study.

The main contributions that we articulate in this short paper are a
method to apply commitments to an argumentation based decision
support system in order to enable the influence of each different
source of data to be tracked.
In some existing applications of Argumentation for Decision
support [2], [5] arguments are instantiated by an agent using argumentation schemes that rely on data from different knowledge
bases. In our scenario the data an agent requires to instantiate the
relevant argument scheme is supplied by different agents. As such
it is desirable that the provenance of the data supplied by the agents
to instantiate an argument be recorded as part of the argument
structure itself. We propose the use of commitments to cater for
this requirement.
Decision-support systems do not always provide sufficient explanations to justify recommendations. In the context of health care
this is crucial as health care professionals should have a complete
picture of their patients in order to recommend an appropriate
treatment. Hence, it is desirable to be able to trace back any recommendations made by a decision-support system to the evidence
used to generate them and also the different sources of the evidence.
In our case study, the General Practitioner (GP) will have seen an
alert and an associated treatment recommendation for a stroke
patient, Joey, based on all the data available (clinical history and
sensor data). However, she may wish to remove the sensor data
from this reasoning process as it is deemed unreliable. Consider
the following case study:
Joey is a 63 year old male who after suffering a stroke is now
monitoring his well-being using multiple wellness sensors. Joey
experiences back pain and starts taking ibuprofen.
(t0) Joey notices that his blood pressure is elevated, based on the
readings from his sensors, and books an appointment with his GP
to discuss how to manage the elevated BP. He makes his readings
available to the GP’s dashboard.
(t1 - GP appointment) Given these readings the automated reasoning engine recommends modifying Joey’s treatment by prescribing
angiotensin II receptor blocker (ARB) to lower blood pressure.
(t2) Before modifying the treatment during the consultation the GP
decides to take a few repeat ambulatory blood pressure readings,
all of which are deemed to be normal and under the threshold for a
hypertension diagnosis. Therefore, the GP does not trust the sensor
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INTRODUCTION
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that Joey has been using, and requests that the decision support
system re-evaluate recommendations in light of this. Hence, no
new treatment is offered by the GP.
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BACKGROUND

Definition 2.1 (Argument). An argument, Arд = ⟨S, c⟩, consists
of a set of premises, S, defined in some language, L, which support
the conclusion, c.
An Argument Scheme is a model for instantiating arguments
within a specific context and is used to provide a formal basis for
instantiating arguments and defining their internal structure. An
AS consists of a set of support premises (S), which support the
conclusion premise, c. necessary for this derivation. [10–12, 17],
Formally:
Definition 2.2 (Argument Scheme). An argument scheme AS =
⟨S, c, V⟩ consists of the set of premises, S, which support a conclusion, c, and are instantiated with the set of variables, V = S.V ∪c.V .
An Argumentation Framework (AF) [4] represents a set of Arguments A, and the relationships between the members of the set.
Formally an AF is a pair ⟨A, R⟩, where A is a set of arguments
and R is binary relation representing attack relationships between
arguments. For example if Arд1 = ⟨p1 , c 1 ⟩ and Arд2 = ⟨p2 , ¬c 1 ⟩
then an attack relation exists between Arд1 and Arд2 since these
arguments have conflicting conclusions (i.e. rebuttal attack).

3

METHOD

At the core of the decision support system are multiple agents,
an agent reasoning about actions which relies on multiple other
agents to supply the data required. In this clinical scenario we can
assume the agents are: the treatment agent (instantiates the argument scheme for practical reasoning [1] as articulated in Table 1),
a sensor agent (provides the data from a sensor), EHR agent (holds
the patient facts from their electronic health record) and clinical
guidelines agent (which given a specific patients facts holds the
treatment guidelines). The Human interacting with this multi-agent
system can be either the patient or the GP (or both).
For simplicity we will assume that the relevant clinical guidelines
are extracted into a knowledge base (KB).
AS for practical reasoning
premise - In the current circumstances R
premise - We should perform Action A
premise - Which will result in new circumstances S
premise - Which will realise goal G
premise - Which will promote some value V
therefore : Action A should be considered
Table 1: Argument scheme practical reasoning from [1]

An argument scheme can also be employed to map the inference
process between findings (such as clinical measurements or observations) and a circumstance (such as a diagnosis). In our clinical
scenario we are looking to infer whether high blood pressure is
observed.
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AS for defeasible rules
premise - if statements P1 , P2 , . . . , Pn apply,
then statement Q may be inferred.
premise - Statements P1 , P2 , . . . , Pn apply
therefore : Q may be inferred
Table 2: Argument scheme defeasible rules [3]

AS for BP
premise - If mean blood pressure M is higher than 140,
High Blood Pressure can be inferred
premise - M is higher than 140
therefore : High blood pressure (hbp) is inferred
Table 3: Argument scheme for blood pressure measurements

The argument scheme for blood pressure measurements (in Table 3)
is a specialisation of the argument scheme for defeasible rules (ASDS)
(in Table 2) introduced in [3] in the context of legal reasoning. The
specialisation of the ASDS scheme involves replacing statements pi
with one statement regarding mean blood pressure measurements
and q with a diagnosis.
The argument scheme for practical reasoning is associated with
16 critical questions, for the sake of simplicity we will focus on the
first critical question only. CQ1: Are the believed circumstances true?
In the case study outlined in the first section, the current circumstances relate to elevated blood pressure readings from the sensors
R, the action A is derived from a KB of treatments, S is normal blood
pressure, and the goal G is to keep the patient healthy. The notion
of value is not essential to this example and it has an overlap with
the goal, so we will omit it.
The known facts about the patient are related to their elevated
Blood Pressure: mean(BP)sensor 1 > 140 → R. The relevant action relates to prescribing a treatment A = ARB that will result
in circumstances ¬R = S, and the goal G is Blood pressure control (bpc). Each of these relies on a different agent, which in turn
relies on a different source of information. Respectively sensor 1 ,
clinical дuidelines and patient ehr .
AS for practical reasoning
premise - In the current circumstances (bp_mean(m), m > 140)
premise - We should perform Action consider (ARB)
premise - Which will result in new circumstances (bp_mean(m), m < 140)
premise - Which will realise goal BPC
premise - Which will promote some value V
therefore : Action (ARB) should be considered
Table 4: Instantiated argument scheme practical reasoning
from [1]

Instantiating the Argument Scheme for practical reasoning as in
Table 4 results in the argument:
⟨{(bp_mean(m), m > 140, action(arb), дoal(bpc)}, consider (ARB)⟩.
In this format we can see that there is no acknowledgement of the
agent or source of the first premise (as an example).
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Ci
C1 : <
C2 : <

3.1

debtor
Aдapp
Aдapp
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creditor
antecedent
consequent
Aдsensor {bp_mean(m), m>140}
observation(hbp) >
Aддd
{observation(hbp), action(arb), дoal(bpc)} consider(arb) >
Table 5: Instantiated commitments for the case study.

Commitments

time
t 1 -t 2
t2

C1 : hAgapp , Agsensor , {bp mean(m), m > 140}, observation(hbp)i
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In our multi-agent decision support system, we need to model ways
in which agents exchange information. A commitment [13] is a
structure that can be used for tracing information exchanges over
time. A commitment is an agreement that can be made between
two agents, denoted as a 4-tuple:
Commit(debtor, creditor, antecedent, consequent)
where the debtor agent makes a promise to the creditor agent to
bring about the consequent, as long as the creditor agent brings
about the antecedent.
The commitment instances for every interaction between two
(or more) agents are saved in a commitment store, CS. Hence, agents
can track which commitments are fulfilled or violated as a result of
their interactions with other agents and who the other agents are.
Note that this usage of commitment store aligns with prior use of
the same term in earlier work on argumentation-based dialogue [14],
where agents essentially make verbal commitments to each other
by participating in a dialogue.
Different from previous argumentation-based approaches, an
agent does not provide an argument by only using its own knowledge base, but an agent also collects pieces of information from
various agents, similar to works described in [8, 9]. To this extent,
we believe that commitments help agents to add a provenance layer
while reasoning with data.
3.1.1 Instantiating Commitments. We make use of ASs to construct
commitments, where an agent can collect the premises of an argument scheme from other agents. Thus, an argument scheme can
be developed and instantiated in a distributed way. We define the
representation of a commitment using an argument scheme to hold
the antecedent and consequent:
Cid (debtor, creditor, AS.S, AS.c)
where id is the commitment identifier, AS.S is the antecedent and
AS.c is the consequent. When the commitment is instantiated, the
variables in AS.V are assigned values from the language L (as in
Definition 2.1).
3.1.2 Mapping to Argumentation Frameworks. Once all the of the
commitments relevant to a specific case are instantiated the attack
relations are determined by identifying any conflicting conclusions.
The commitments and such attack relations can be visualised in a
similar manner to an argumentation framework.

3.2

Case study

In Table 5, we show the commitment instantiations for the case
study. At time t 1 , the agent Aд_sensor reports that the mean blood
pressure of Joey is more than 140. This instantiates the commitment
C 1 , and the agent Aд_app adds a new fact, observation(hbp), to its
knowledge base. The agent also notifies Joey that he has high blood

C2 : hAgapp , Aggd , {observation(hbp), action(arb), goal(bpc)}, consider(arb)i
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Figure 1: The arguments instantiated at time t2 for the case
study represented as commitments

pressure and he should see his GP. At time t 2 , the GP uses the app
to get some recommendations for Joey. The guideline agent Aд_дd
suggests that arb should be considered as per the argument scheme
for practical reasoning (Table 1). This instantiates C 2 , and the agent
Aд_app recommends the use of arb (consider(arb)) in Joey’s case.
Figure 1 illustrates the commitments in an argumentation framework, there are no attacks in this framework to keep the case study
simple.
The GP decides to take a few repeat ambulatory blood pressure
readings and all of which are deemed to be normal and under the
threshold for a hypertension diagnosis. She adds a new observation
(nonreliable(sensor)) to the app. The agent Aд_app generates commitment arguments according to this new information. Given the
sensor is deemed no longer reliable, CQ1 prevents the agent from
generating C 1 argument. Since C 1 is no longer valid, C 2 cannot be
generated. In other words, the existence of C 2 was dependent on the
existence of C 1 . As a result, no new treatment is offered for Joey. As
shown in this example, as the agent is aware of the pieces of information provided by other agents (i.e. creditor agents), it can easily
remove the corresponding commitments from the commitment
store. Note that all the commitments are stored in the commitment
store that can be reached by the debtor and the creditor agents.

4

RELATED WORK

There are multiple examples of argumentation-based (specifically
argument scheme-based) systems for clinical decision support. The
DRAMA agent proposed in [2] is an argumentation-based approach
to reasoning about patient treatment. This is similar to our setting
as it deals with treatment recommendations and makes use of an
argument scheme (AS) with its related critical questions, however
it also relies on values to reason with audience specific value-based
argumentation frameworks. Our approach differs from this in that
it is multi-agent, and each agent source is tracked in order to be
able to remove any unreliable sources from the reasoning process.
In arguEIRA [5], the objective was to use argumentation to flag
anomalies in patient’s reactions to treatments in the Intensive Care
Unit. This system did not consider possible different sensors as
sources to the argument schemes. In Carrel+ [15], where the objective of the argumentation based tool was to supervise and validate
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the deliberation process on organ transplant viability, the arguments are generated by humans based on schemes so no disparate
sources were involved. In the approach proposed in [6] preferences
are used as a method to express the relative strength or weakness of
evidence underpinning arguments. The evidence sources are rated
by clinicians and then exploited to reason and aggregate evidence.
More recently in [7] an argumentation based approach to supporting treatment recommendations based on sensor data, clinical
guidelines and electronic health data records was proposed. The
approach makes use of argument schemes to instantiate treatment
options and extended argumentation frameworks to incorporate
preferences in the reasoning process. The method proposed does
assume that the findings observed and use as inputs to the argument schemes are all equally reliable. A multi-agent application to
clinical decision support is also proposed in [18] where a knowledge
model also leverages published clinical guidelines.

5

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this short paper we have outlined an approach to integrating
the different sources of knowledge and data used in argumentation
based decision support, through enhancing the structure of an
argument by representing them as commitments. This ensures
that every argument instantiated, includes the sources of data or
knowledge that underlie its premises. We have made use of a very
simple clinical scenario to highlight the aspects of the decision
support process where this approach would add value. To the best
of our knowledge this approach is novel.
In situations where there are multiple measurements (e.g. blood
pressure, heart rate and activity) and multiple sensors are used
(e.g. heart rate measured both using a fitbit and using a mobile
phone) then each of these and their role in the commitment and
subsequently any arguments would be tracked. This would enable
measurements from each separate sensor to be tracked through
the recommendation process. We plan to assess how our approach
compares and complements that approaches such as the one in
[16]. Our future work includes expanding on all of the required
formal definitions and applying this to a more realistic and complex
scenario, such as one where multiple sensors are used.
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